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Who is MedHealth?
● Regional collaboration led by Stacey Frankovich (Program Manager, 

MedHealth at TechTown) and Paul Riser (Director, Detroit Urban Solutions 
at TechTown) 

● Focused on convening, connecting, and educating the medical innovation 
ecosystem in Southeast Michigan and Southwest Ontario

● Driven by a steering committee composed of healthcare providers, 
universities, investors, and innovators

● THE GOAL: Accelerate the adoption of technologies that improve the 
quality of care and contribute to economic growth in the region



The Initial Task
Facilitate a transfer between Clique to Zoho client relation 

manager (CRM) by:

1. Researching historical documents and background on 
MedHealth

2. Research and learn about the Clique and Zoho platforms 

3.  Prepare client information for transfer

4.  Conducting exports of data and preparing the data for 
upload into the new system



The Deliverables:
Client Master-List

Connections 
Intake Form
User Stories



  Client Master-List      +       Connections
Description:

1. Export all 1700+ data points 
from Clique and MailChimp

2. Merge and Clean data

3. Find any instances of 
misnamed companies and 
unformely name them 

4. Find websites for all the 
companies

Go through the notes of all the 
clients and create a spreadsheet 

with who Stacey connected to who



“What we did”
Description:

Instead of manually siphoning 
through thousands of data 
points …. 

We implemented code!

And of course hand checked all 
our work  

SCREENSHOT



Intake Form
Description:
● A new intake form would 

allow relevant information to 
be directly recorded in Zoho 
and help Stacey prepare for 
initial meetings

● Key Information: Raised 
money? Company stage? 
Resources have they 
utilized?



User Stories
Description: Describe how MedHealth would to interact with a specific user in order to 
identify the different functionalities they need from Zoho 



The Challenge:
● How could we make ourselves useful to MedHealth given 

that the Zoho team didn’t need more assistance?
○ We overcame this challenge through communication 

and collaboration with Stacey and personal initiative
○ We set aside time in during our weekly check-in to 

articulate our goals for the summer and propose our 
own project ideas

● Around this time MedHealth received a BIG grant from the 
Economic Development Association (EDA)...



EDA Grant Details

● Goal of the investment: build on existing efforts to enhance and 
scale MedHealth

● EDA support will assist in revitalizing the region’s economy 
through the COVID-10 crisis 

● It is estimated that this project will create and retain at least 110 
jobs and leverage $25 million in private investment 

● Main projects include: Improving a commercialization Pathfinder, 
developing a new collaboration platform, designing med-tech 
events, and expanding MedHealth’s regional presence



...The EDA grant lead to new individual 
projects based on MedHealth’s needs 
and our personal areas of interest



Neal’s Projects
The Collaboration Platform



  Finding Inspiration       +       Reaching Out
● Research

○ Finding similar 
platforms

● How did they do it? 

● Where did they go wrong?

● What insights do their ideas 
bring?



Isabel’s Project (1): EDA Grant Summaries
● Stacey Requested high-level summaries of the procurement process and request for 

proposal (RFP) process
● As a recipient of a Federal grant, MedHealth has agreed that all procurement 

transactions will be in accordance with the Uniform Administrative Requirements
○ Background on general procurement standards and methods of procurement 
○ Different methods of procurement

● The RFP is a project announcement to be posted publicly by MedHealth indicating that 
bids for contractors to build the website are being sought 
○ Goals/requirements for RFP
○ Potential RFP outline and examples 
○ Essential questions for contractors



Isabel’s Project (1): EDA Grant Summaries



Isabel’s Project (2): Communications Materials



Isabel’s Project (3): MedTech Asset Map



Key Takeaways
● Given that MedHealth is comprised of such a small team, our work made 

a tangible impact 
● Although our projects might seem disconnected from one another, they 

they serve a common purpose: helping to accelerating MedHealth into a 
new age of efficiency and reach

● Personal Takeaways:
● THANK YOU STACEY!


